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1) Why “DesireSFM”?
 I chose “Desire”, because it describes really well, what I want to achieve with my 
creations: I want the viewer to see her/his favorite gaming characters in believable lore-
-friendly situations, they may be desired for when they played the games. 
 SFM obviously just stands for the software, I use for the animation: Source Filmmaker. 
Which was a really short-sighted decision, since one day, of course, I have to move on to 
another software. But hey, then I can say, it is just a tribute to the software, which made the 
breakthrough of animated gaming-porn possible. ;-)

2) How did your 
adventure with ani-
mation begin?
 See answer to Question 8.

3) I noticed that in the majority (not in all) of the 
animations you made appear the heroes of the 
game series “The Witcher”. Why are they?
 Well, when I started with SFM in 2015/2016, I already spent 140 hours in The Witcher 
3 and it’s DLCs. As well I read most of the books back then. So I was really involved in this 
series. As well it provided the stories and characters along with interesting relationships to 
create lore-friendly porn. 
 Since the setting/story of porn is a really important part for me, the Witcher-Franchise 
with all its interesting conflicts is perfect to help the viewer getting involved in the porn. At 
least if she/he is a fan of the franchise.
 For example characters from Fortnite could never provide this “little extra” to the 
viewers’ experience, since they don’t have a story to tell.
 The same counts at least for me for Overwatch-Characters. I never really played the 
game (I am not a big MP-gamer), so I don’t know their conflicts (if MP-characters have 
any) and that makes it uninteresting for me to create porn with them. 
 That’s why I never did and probably never will do Overwatch-content, even if it is 
obviously the most popular franchise regarding porn atm.

Another interview, another guest.  In this interview, I want to introduce -
DESIRESFM - One of those that Thailand does not scare him. This is evident 
in his productions, where most of them predominate FUTA. I’ve always 
wondered what people like him are motivating to create such animations. 
Let’s find out then … and by the way, I’ll ask him a traditional question - 
Does he like CREAMPIE?

I invite you to read.

Mr. X-BASH





4) Do you have your favourite character? If so, 
why?
 Obviously, Triss Merigold... since she is a really tragic and interesting character.
 Most of my work is based on more dark themed topics like affairs, betrayal, and envy 
since every good story needs conflict, which counts for porn as well. Triss is the perfect 
character for storylines with these topics since she lost her love (Geralt) to her best friend 
(Yennefer). 
 Before someone complains: As a fan of the books, Yen, of course, is the one and only 
true love for Geralt! ;-)

5) What programs do you use when creating 
them?
• For the animations, I use Source Filmmaker. 
• For post-production, I use Adobe After Effects, Adobe Audition, Adobe Photoshop and 

Sony Vegas (I am just too lazy to learn Adobe Premiere).

6) How long does it take to create one animation?
 Really depends on the runtime. My by far longest project “Miranda in Charge” pro-
bably took 200-250 hours of work. 
 Luckily I have a friend, who helps me out a lot with the voice-actor-castings and au-
dio-direction, which saves me dozens of hours of work on big projects.



7) Any plans for the future related to animations?
 Well, I try out a lot of alternative software to Source Filmmaker at the moment, since 
it’s restrictions are getting bigger with every new project I create. So probably I will switch 
the animation-software next year, but this is still a long road to go. Learning such complex 
software takes a lot of time.

8) Who or what inspired you to create animations?
 Probably Studiofow’s Bioshag Trinity. It was the first animated porn I ever saw after I 
read an article on Kotaku about it. It was an eye-opener for me since I never thought this 
was even possible, without having a big team and a lot of money behind it.
After that, I remembered an old software, called “3D Sexvilla”, which we played for fun on 
LAN-parties in my teenager-years. In 2015 I started to learn to animate with that software. 
But back then it was not possible to animate the hair of the models and that bothered me 
so much, that I switched to SFM and here we are.

 Fun fact: Nowadays 3D Sexvilla along with the mod “hook” has really stunning hair-
-physics. If that mod would have been released earlier, I probably would have never swit-
ched to SFM. :-P



9) Any advice for others who would like to create 
similar content for yours?
 Start with small projects and use RL-Porn-material as a reference to get a feeling for 
believable movement and timings. And never hesitate to ask people for help. With every 
project, you learn something new, but don’t make yourself false hopes: It takes probably 
hundreds of hours of training before you have the first decent results.

10) Traditional question… do you like CREAMPIE ;D?
 Compared to cumshots it is way easier to animate, so the answer, of course, is…YES.

11) Do you have someone you would like to 
greet or thank for help or “inspiration”?

As an animator, my biggest thanks goes to model-makers like:

and all the other great people. 

Without them, the gaming-porn-scene just wouldn’t exist. As well well I must thank a ton 
of other people in the scene, who help me a lot. For example:

For all their help on the scripts and other creators like:

who are always there to solve technical issues or share software-tips with me.

And right now I am really thankful to my patrons. I paused my Patreon-campaign after 
“Miranda in Charge” since I really was stressed out and needed a serious break. And now, 
after a full month, they are all still there, waiting patiently for me to recover. That is more 
than an artist could ever ask for and I am so happy for the luck of having these people 

behind my back.
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Thank’s to DESIRESFM for this interview. 
Support him ( or her ;D ) on:

PATREON
TWITTER

PORNHUB
PICARTO

I invite you to look at my:

WEBSITE
TWITTER

NEWGROUNDS
TUMBLR

Soon a new interview will appear. 
Also, watch my works and …

SEE YA
MR. X-BASH

https://www.patreon.com/desiresfm#_=_
https://twitter.com/desiresfm
https://pornhub.com/users/desiresfm/videos
https://picarto.tv/desireSFM
https://www.patreon.com/bePatron?u=4469712
https://twitter.com/MrXBash
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YOU CAN GET INCLUDED 

IN THE CREDITS
AND GET EARLY ACCESS TO

MY INTERVIEWS
AND ACCESS TO THE ENTIRE ARCHIVE

CLICK HERE
- APHRODISIA -

- BIG FISH -
 - DROID PRODUCTIONS -

- DYNAMITEJOE -
- ERIC SMALL -
- FOOHONPIE -

- ICHOR MONGREL -
- ICKYSTICKPRODUCTION -

- JACK PIEROTTI -
- JESTER -

- KAMADEVASFM -
- KITTEN NEVADA -

- LETY DOES STUFF -
- LIEUTENANT FLAPJACK -

- MR ZED -
- NIXXINYU -

- SEAN SKULL -
- THE FUTURE FRAGMENTS TEAM -

- THORDAYO -
- TOMCATRETR0 -

- VILE -
- ZNELARTS GAME DEV -

https://www.patreon.com/bePatron?u=4469712


ABOUT

We are proprietors and appreciators of 3D generated content! 

Our goal is to be a cornerstone in the 3D community, offering 

support to artists and consumers alike. Besides featuring some 

of the best creators in the biz, we want to be your go to site 

for cutting edge, next generation adult content. 

From futa to lesbian, straight to gay, even fantasies likes orcs 

and anthro, we’re certain that we have something to offer 

everyone! 

Check out our shop, today! 

ClickHere

https://www.nextgenporn.net/

